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Introduction

This book is a result of the graduation studio “Mind, movement & perspective” at
the TU Eindhoven. It starts with a short summary of research that has been done
at the GGzE in Eindhoven at the Grote Beek estate. This includes results from an
excursion and an analysis regarding this plot of land. This information was used
to design a new masterplan for the Grote Beek, which is explained in the chapter
“Masterplan design”. With a group of three people this masterplan was created and
the design process together with the resulted masterplan are presented.
The individual design consists initially of a research part. Starting with an essay
that was created about Maggie’s Centers in England, supporting the ﬁnal design
this was part of the beginning phase of the design project and helped guide the
emphasis on the project. After that the research question is presented as a result of
the previous research and a step towards the ﬁnal design process:
How do we create an architectural healing environment for mental health treatment
with regards to contemplations of life and death?
First off, research is discussed including interviews, articles, documentaries and
other researched topics necessary to get an understanding of the subject at hand.
Next to that a design process research is discussed, how the ﬁnal design developed
itself by showing drawings, sketches and concepts. This leads up to the ﬁnal design
in which the concepts and decisions are explained, while also showing the design in
an extensive way. This is ﬁnally concluded in the “Conclusion” chapter.
For a better understanding and experience within the mindset of the author but
also of people of the target group, recommendations go out to read the interviews
in the appendix.
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Excursion Grote Beek

To be able to fully understand and comprehend the ways of a mental health
institute, an excursion is a necessary means of gaining knowledge. The studio of
“Mind movement and perspective” went to the Grote Beek Estate for a short week
while also spending the night there in their bed & breakfast. The GGzE, the mental
healthcare institute of Eindhoven, provided this for the group, with multiple ways of
gaining information. They also told us about the history of the park, how the park
functions and other topics.
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) “Mental health is a state of
well-being in which an individual realises his or her own abilities, can cope with the
normal stresses of life, can work productively and is able to make a contribution
to his or her community.” (WHO media centre, 2016) The GGzE of Eindhoven is
locating approximately 18000 clients and expands over an area of 117 hectares
big. It was built in 1918, so it is almost a 100 years old, and now contains as much
as 80 buildings. When it was ﬁrst conceived it was an area which was totally walled
off. The stigma surrounding mental health and “crazy people” was very strong.
Today only a portion of the area is walled off, allowing public access to the park,
treating the clients mostly as people. The GGzE strives towards a place where the
integration towards society becomes most ﬂuent. Working with mostly ambulant
clients, at the institute itself there are a lot of initiatives that help the clients to
reintegrate.
There are several work initiatives in the Grote beek: De Tuin (the garden) is a place
where clients can do different kind of jobs within a garden area. This varies from
swiping the ﬂoor to creating benches in a carpentry. The point is to create success
stories, so that people feel that they have accomplished something, no matter what
it is, each to his/her own capability. The students of the excursion experienced this
while working together with them. The same goes for De boerderij (the farm) where
working with animals has the main focus. Here clients are more clung to working
shifts, because they are caring for live animals. Interesting here is that animals have
a healing inﬂuence on clients. For instance horses understand exactly how someone
feels. At the Plaza clients can start up their own projects and sell their own made
products, which is a nice way to reintegrate.
The initiative that the help should also come from people with experience in cases
of mental health illness, lends itself in the way of experience workers. So people
who have been treated and are “cured” now work at the GGzE where they ﬁrst got
12 training and help themselves, forming a group of 80 experience workers.

1 First meeting at the GGzE
2 Experience center try-out
3 Two students building with clients

Analysis

The GGzE area falls in a category of one of the institutions that becomes a part of
the larger Brainport Park plan. Initially conceived as an idea to connect the airport
to Eindhoven better, it connects all types of landowners, seeking a connection
between them in the form of for instance an elevated biking lane, and will include a
Brainport campus as well.
After the excursion week, the studio performed an extensive analysis of the Grote
Beek area, which were divided into three scales of research: the city scale, the
neighborhood scale and the location scale. This was done in order to properly
investigate the qualities and relations of the location. As well as for the excursion,
the analysis part is found in full in the studio book.

4 Function map location scale analysis

For the city scale, a zoomed out region was taken, viewing Eindhoven from above.
How can we make new green connections, what are the locations of sport activities
in the city, what are the main infrastructure connections in the city center? These are
just a few examples. For the neighborhood, history was a large part, how did the
surrounding areas develop in relation to the location? More speciﬁc building types
were investigated, building height, nearby events etc. Where the neighborhood did
not speciﬁcally zoom in on the Grote Beek area, the location scale did. Here the
opportunity was there to look at speciﬁc types of greenery, building functions, the
history of the park and its borders.
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5 Nolli map neighborhood scale analysis
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6 Green and water map city scale analysis
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Masterplan Design

While the excursion was taking place, groups were formed based on their ﬁrst
impressions of the estate. Our group, which Jing Cheng and Milan Geurts were
also part of, continued working on both analysis and creating a masterplan for the
whole estate. The ﬁrst impressions, as seen in ﬁgure 7, contain assumptions about
the routing, border, link to society and overall identity of the park. It was noticed
that there was not a very distinct and clear routing in the park, and a combination
of cars and pedestrians on the same road, while it is a park that is nice for mainly
walking and biking.
And although the walls around the estate have now gone, the borders are still
strong. The road on the east of the plan is an important crowded road directly to the
center of Eindhoven, and on the west side the railroad gives the estate a deﬁnite
stop. This in combination with trees that give a ﬁltering sensation as to an open
border. It is open, but it feels closed, where the trees act like bars in a prison cell.
This is all not very helpful when trying to make a connection with society. The same
goes for integrating clients more into regular daily activities, as well as creating an
open space for people from the city to come and visit the park. How do we ﬁnd a
combination where normal care can take place and a stigma-removal where society
is attracted to the park? This all has to do with the identity of the park, what does it
want to be? A place which has one identity, or several and connecting them to the
surrounding areas? These were some initial questions the group asked themselves.
It seems from the analysis that there are enough functions surrounding the Grote
Beek that are interesting enough to connect with.For example the Philips de Jongh
park to the south of the estate, which Philips gave to Eindhoven as a city walking
park and named it after his wife.This public feeling of a walking park could be
continued in the Grote Beek. The Herdgang is the training facility of the PSV soccer
club’s youth division, which already has a relation with the bed & breakfast on the
Grote Beek estate. And the Philips Fruittuin or fruit garden is a pavillion which is
part of a cycling route, surrounded by a fruit garden which provides for the public
and contains workshops.
The estate itself is already mostly green, with large parts of forest. This makes it ﬁt to
the nearby area to the west, but still is divided by the railroad. How can we connect
to these interesting green functions, while at the same time attracting the society
from the neighbouring areas to the Grote Beek estate?
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7 Concept sketches during excursion
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8 Grass and forest, neighborhood scale analysis
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9 Water municipality plans. neighborhood scale analysis
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10 Notable functions. neighborhood scale analysis

11 First version masterplan, relation residential area

12 First version masterplan, relation green areas

In a ﬁrst version of a masterplan these connections were conceived. This was
mainly done by creating an overall concept which became the leading factor for
the design process. The mental health care which is now the main focus of the
estate is surrounded by a stigma. Why not expand on this health issue and make
it something so the whole society can beneﬁt from it? Health is something that
nowadays is a hot topic: what to eat? How much exercise do we need? It is in the
beneﬁt of the city to expand on the theme of health to create an area where these
questions can be answered with a kind of autonomous character. So why don’t we
take the mental health part and make it a part of this “healthy lifestyle” character?
That way it becomes part of the regular way of life and is within the concept already
integrated. In the scheme you see in ﬁgure 18 this is explained better. Both mental
and physical health become part of the same concept and the park can function as a
“bridge of health” towards a healthy lifestyle for society. Mentally the institution and
providing activities with animals beneﬁt the mental health care. Animals give both
a comforting and reassuring feeling to the mental state, but can at the same time
provide food like milk, as to where it becomes part of the physical aspect. Here we
can have a focus on the gardening aspects, growing crops, having public gardens,
but also connecting the GGZ clients from the “tuin” initiative to this concept. What
is healthy food and how do me make it? An extension of the Philips fruit garden
initiative that is extended in the Grote Beek estate.
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Sport is the next big factor in physical health. The idea is to provide a running track
connecting several sport places on the estate (ﬁgure 14). This easily strengthens the
connection with the Herdgang. Next to that, green is connected where possible
(ﬁgure 12), integrating the park more into its direct environment. This links with the
new made entrances (ﬁgure 11), more easily connecting the neighborhood.
Within the plan, the parking is more clustered instead of scattered around the plan,
creating a car-free park, where the focus is on walking and biking (ﬁgure 15). This
results in entrance where parking is contained within hills (ﬁgure 19). Adding shape
to the landscape while at the same time hiding parking spaces. The park still contains
a zoning of private, semi-public and public spaces, providing to everyone’s need. In
this plan the routing is dividing the plan while being converted to a central shared
location where all functions meet. However, this is something that has changed in
the last version of the masterplan.

13 First version masterplan, river extension
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14 First version masterplan, sporting routes
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18 Concept “Bridge of health”

16 Centralized shared space
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19 Parking hill concept at entrances.

17 Zoning in private, semi-public and public areas
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The concept about the healthy lifestyle is one that seems really ﬁtting and was kept
for the ﬁnal plan. Mainly the routing felt like it was not adding to the concept, more
or less dividing the plan with straight roads, connecting the entrances. In the newest
plan, the routing is slightly derived from the nearby Philips de Jongh park, where
circles shape the plan. Lines are continued in the plan, but the circles and semi
circles now shape the plan in an overall connecting way. No longer is the routing
dividing the plan, but shaping it as one identity. While still offering the spaces within
the circle as a way of creating room for the different functions, whereas the spaces
where the circles intersect create shared spaces where the different functions meet.
A connection under the railway is made in the south, extending the Philips de Jongh
park into the Grote Beek estate. The river that runs through the park is also following
along this extension. This river ﬂowing from the north east is part of a plan of the
municipality to interconnect waters in Eindhoven (ﬁgure 9), and is creating a new
Grote Beek (great stream). Turning the now almost dried up stream into something
worthy of its name. The entrances still contain the parking hills and the running/
rollerskating track is still there. The now most densely built area with all the facilities
has been restructured, ﬁtting to the theme and concept.
20 First version masterplan

The individual design is located in the shared space of the south corner, which we
will elaborate on in the next chapters.

21 Original masterplan Grote Beek
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22 Final masterplan Grote Beek

Bridge of Health
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Individual Design Process
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Maggie’s Centers

The initial part of my personal interest begins with an essay on Maggie Centers.
The research conducted will lead up to a personal interest in how architecture can
inﬂuence the mental state and create hopeful environments in contemplations on
life and death. The introduction, explanation of Maggie C enters and the conclusion
of the essay will be on the next pages. The research part is left out, this can be found
in the group book.
Introduction
A ﬁght or a surrender? This essay will discuss architecture in terms of hope in a battle
against cancer. Maggie Centers are cancer caring centers all over the UK which
provide personal architectural spaces of rest and healing. How do architects design
in this setting while still maintaining their own style? What aspects of their own
style do they leave behind, and how much of the client’s needs are incorporated?
Famous architects from all over the world contribute to the idea of Maggie, creating
contemplative spaces in accordance with nature to provide shelter and settlement
in a roaring phase of life for people. This speciﬁc research came to mind when
thinking about a speciﬁc research question:
How does the design of the Maggie houses contribute to the spirit of a
place of healing and rest?
The vision of the Maggie Centers will be explored, learning their vision as well as
the architects. Both a personal look at speciﬁc Maggie centers and a look through
the eyes of the architect in designing these places will be apparent. Three Maggie
projects were selected, or better said; three architects, because we want to see how
they introduce their style to each project. What is left of their own way of designing,
and what is sacriﬁced for the client? What metaphors are used? All will be compared
by speciﬁc themes, namely: material, daylight, gardens and function in relation to
the concepts used.
The chosen architects are:
Page and Park, an early Maggie Project
Frank Gehry, who now did two Maggie House, one early on and one later
WilkinsonEyre, a more recent Maggie Project
This will lead to conclusions in relation to the research question, set by the given
parameters.
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23 Sketches different Maggie Centers

A peaceful ﬁght
Maggie and Charles Jencks were a British couple who lived life happily together when
the unfortunate message came in May 1993 that Maggie was diagnosed with cancer.
The shockwave that went through their live was transformed into a will to ﬁght and
into a way of thinking about caring about this disease and the treatment of it. Maggie
remembers sitting in windowless neon light waiting rooms, where she, with other
patients had to wait on research conclusions or wait on treatment, basically thinking
about death and the ﬁght against it. This together with other clients who experience
similar feelings. She not only found the waiting bad, it is more the circumstances in
which the patients must wait (Charles Jencks, 2010).
This led to the idea of the Maggie Centre, a domestic feeling building where people
can undergo treatment but also wait for research results while resting from treatment.
The ﬁrst center was opened in November 1996. At ﬁrst they came into an association
with Richard Murphy, who was one of the 5 architects they investigated initially to
bring Maggie’s idea to life. Charles Jencks took it on him to be the representative
of the architect and Maggie was more the taskmaster. Those initial steps and ways
of working together are already important to view how the client-architect relation
is conducted. For example Richard Murphy was annoyed by the way that Maggie
wanted to implement more daylight, because it did not ﬁt his way of designing. But
Maggie did this from a health point of view. This continued after Maggie died in 1995,
when Marcia Blakenham and Charles Jencks continued their work (Charles Jencks,
2010).
This gives an idea how the ﬁrst Maggie Centers came to be and this led to a series of
demands or guidelines that could be applicable to any of the Maggie Centers, more
from the point of view of Charles Jencks, who really is in between the client and the
architect. The Maggie Centers are humorous and thoughtful, provoking yet informal,
contemplative and risk-taking (Charles Jencks, 2010). There has to be a realization
that this architecture provides a solution to a traumatic experience, a social and a
family problem. The Center provides a way of self-transformation, so that people
can use the building within their own way of dealing with cancer. Charles Jencks talks
about different extreme ways people deal with cancer; there is a way in which people
say: it’s part of life now and I embrace that I am on my way towards death, or there is
the more ﬁghting character that is not willing to give up. Maggie explained that in the
process of battling cancer you are always somewhere in between the two. The center
provides space for both those characters (Charles Jencks, 2010).
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The demands that could be appointed to each of these centers are that they are
welcoming, domestic, warm, skittish, personal, small-scaled and centered around
the kitchen or place to make coffee and tea. This already invokes an idea towards
the plan of such buildings. Maggie and Charles talked about this and from both their
interests (Charles was interested in contemporary architecture, while Maggie was
doing research in Asian gardens) this sprung forward as an important combination.
Within the plans you will see that it is not limited to architecture; gardens, other
architectural gestures and sculptures form a whole in this design process. This also
stems from their interest in the Hospice de Beaune (1443), where people used to
have a direct interplay of health and culture. Art was for example an important part
of the design, when people woke up they instantly saw some religious paintings of
spiritual healing, which they believed would help the healing process. The ambience
that was created is now brought back into the idea of the Maggie Centers, where a
spiritual and religious signiﬁcance in the ambience is apparent. It becomes a mixture
of functions and culture in that sense, which is unique and interesting in its own way
(Charles Jencks, 2010).
A hybrid-building as it were, but also possibly to be stamped as a non-type,
invokes the interest of a lot of different architects. At the time of writing 16 Maggie
Centers are built and 7 are planned to be built. (“Maggie’s”, 2016) Most of them
located in the UK, but now already internationalized in China and Spain. Jencks
says that architects asks themselves to work on the projects. Of course there is the
suggestion that architects do this because they can end in line with other celebrity
architects to make their own mark and show their talent, but at the same time the
caring and compassionate committee and the combination of functions appeals to
architects. The late 19th century invoked a ‘vacuum-cleaning’ period of architecture
as Jencks describes it, whereas the time before the growth of cities is described in a
cancer metaphor. The more purist buildings that followed after this period and the
postmodern gestures that came after that brought initially also Maggie and Charles
together as they attended the École des Beaux Arts in Paris, where they both did
research on these movements. Their research often came to investigations in how
metaphors were used in our daily lives, but mostly also in architecture. The metaphor
of cancer, and everything associated to them became an important one that we will
see in the design choices architects made themselves for Maggie (Charles Jencks,
2010).
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Conclusion
Relation to Maggie’s vision
An important aspect of Maggie’s vision is that the building should have a personal
center. The use of a central space with a dining table which has a domestic feeling is
clear in the works of both Gehry and WilkinsonEyre, but not so much in the project
of Page and Park. We see here that emphasis is put more on the shape and the ﬂow
of the building, with spaces that give a domestic personal feeling, but not necessarily
centred around it. The image in a way overﬂows this idea. The personal image is a bit
lost in the sense of the client, but it is strong in the sense of the architectural gesture.

24 Situation with two viewing orientations of the plan

Sacriﬁces of architects
The way the architects have dismayed or made sacriﬁces in accordance to their own
style is most clearly visible in the work of Frank Gehry. It seemed it really made a
personal impression on him and his way of designing, radically changing his way of
thinking towards this particular design. For Page and Park, this seemed like one of
their more iconic designs in way of particular shape. Also the relation with landscape
architecture is not seen too often in their works. For WilkinsonEyre this was one of their
more intimate designs, while normally having larger-scale assignments. But this was
not directly visible in their way of designing, the intimacy was very well maintained.
Relation between architecture and garden/nature
For Gehry the landscape was part of the iconic image, separate in their ways of
design, but connected in artistic terms. Page and Park really made a hybrid version
of landscaping and architecture, by having basic conceptual shapes ﬂowing into each
other. WilkinsonEyre just used the environment to their advantage and connected
from that point of view.

25 Landscape design and architectural composition

26 Maggie Dundee by Frank Gehry

Daylight
Page and Park had the skylights following their conceptual spirals, guiding the user
through the building. This relates in the sense to the vision of the central room
discussed earlier, it was not extremely apparent here. In WilkinsonEyre’s design this
was a speciﬁc choice, to have a skylight directly above the central dining table. The
use of daylight in Frank Gehry’s design is more traditional, but provides a sufﬁcient
amount of light, also with more focus on a view to the outside.
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Plan orientation
With the kitchen and dining table not really centered, Page and Park’s design is
more focused on ﬂow in relation to their concepts, with the necessary functions
connected to it. Gehry’s plan has a Ronchamp feeling to it, with a tower of light,
but not really used like that in this particular plan. The shape of the plan still give
an idea that this is Gehry’s style, with a lot of curves, transforming in to a very cosy
plan with also not necessarily the dining table in the center, but still seeing it as an
important room. WilkinsonEyre use their triangular orientation for both outside view
and the central space to plan out their functions, which would be most connected
to Maggie’s original vision.
Material
The use of wood is something that is clearly visible in each discussed project. With
Page and Park this forms the comfort inside, with Gehry it gives a direction and also
emphasizes the home feeling and with WilkinsonEyre it makes a connection with
the surrounding woods, continued in the support of the building. We see a contrast
within the materials used in the roofs, all have a feeling of heavy weight with more
metal clad additions. This might be used as an overall metaphor, that the heavy
weight of cancer is supported by the comfort of the Maggie Centers. The metal is
the heavy weight and the wood provides the comfort.
If we return to our main question:
How does the design of the Maggie houses contribute to the spirit of a
place of healing and rest?

27 Plan concept and section with skylight towards
central point

We now know that this idea for healing and rest comes from a speciﬁc viewpoint
from Maggie who had herself a relation with architecture and cancer care. The
viewpoint she created is transformed in many ways by different architects. The way
they held on to these subjects and visions contributes to the success of the designs.
By looking at the way these buildings work we can conclude that some of them
don’t work to this full extent. The use of the domestic central space is key, and
the play with daylight, gardens and architectural gestures make the whole vision
complete. Maggie Centers are a way of humbling the architects to a point of serving
the clients, while at the same time grasping their full potential in place-making skills.
30

28 Maggie Oxford by WilkinsonEyre

29 Maggie Inverness by Page & Park

30 Anaphase of cell mitosis concept sketch
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Research Question

The masterplan is called “Bridge of health”, by which is meant to use the estate De
Grote Beek as a transitional way to bridge people towards a healthier life. This has
all been done to take the health and well-being under one moniker, not just mental
health. This is done by providing several types of healthy habits, such as gardening,
therapeutic care of animals, healthy food, sporting, and providing lots of routes and
opportunities for people to experience what are good examples of healthy lifestyle,
or can contribute to it.
The personal interest for this graduation studio was at ﬁrst from an interest of the link
between architecture and mental health. How can architecture help as a guidance
in this? With the studio research the Maggie Centers were discovered with their
vision on the contemplation of life and death within those buildings. It is a theme
that is also apparent within the mental healthcare institute, a lot of people have a
combination of suicidal thoughts or self-mutilation. The buildings that we see now
on the location offer a functional way of dealing with this, but not if compared to
the Maggie Centers a personal or domestic way, which might be a better way to be
able to return to society.
This calls for deeper research on the location of the Grote Beek, to seek out an
area that can provide this type of rest, or has to be created. This is part of the
research, but next to that also some more in-depth research on the way clients think
or experience workers talk about their way back to society. Extending the research
of the Maggie Centers is also a possibility. An import addition to the research is the
discovery of the Klaverblad inititative which is a home for suicidal people where
they can stay for up to a year. This seems to directly connect to the subject at hand.
Can this idea of the wellness center be transformed in a personal way of receiving
treatment in heavy subjects of mental healthcare? Is a combination possible with
people who do not suffer necessarily from mental health issues? Is in this way a
combination possible of mental and physical well-being within the same building
and environment?
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Interesting areas in our masterplan are where all these themes come together in
a central shared space. This relation of a combination in themes where there is
a combination of mental and physical health supporting functions was at ﬁrst an
interesting theme to research. The chosen location for the individual design is now
focused on a shared space for both park and public garden functions. How does
one make a transition between public and private here?

This leads to the main research question:
How do we create an architectural healing environment for mental health
treatment with regards to contemplations of life and death?

31 Masterplan and scaled up area of individual design
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Interviews

As a way of research, interviews were conducted with people who have experience
in speciﬁc parts of the research that was initiated. These interviews can be found
in the appendix as transcripts. For this project three people were interviewed in a
semistrucured way, with beforehand deﬁned questions but an allowance for the
conversation to lead itself. The persons did not know the questions beforehand, all
though previous conversations had taken place about the subject. Each interview
took approximately one hour of time:
- Eline: A client at the GGzE who suffers from autism, depression and suicidal
behaviour. She is very open about her situation and throughout the project she
gave feedback on the work that was done. She was easily accessible for help and
inspiration.
- Matthijs Olthuis: A social psychiatric coach at the GGzE center for children and
youth psychiatry. The interview was mainly focussed on young adults. He also takes
initiatives in talent development and provides trainings in understanding mental
health.
- Anja van der Zanden: A nurse-mentor-senior at the Klaverblad initiative. This
initiative derived from Jolanda Soethout in 2001, who provided a place to talk about
life and death after excessive treatment procedures already had taken place. Anja
van der Zanden does not call herself a nurse, mainly she is a mentor and acts only
on the needs of the clients.
The goal with these interviews was to get a better understanding of the people who
suffer from depression or suicidal behaviour, to learn what is best for them and what
type of activities they can do. In relation to the design, the aim was to grasp the type
of functions and spaces necessary within a mental health building
All three interviewed persons have experience with depression and contemplations
on life and death, each in their own way. Eline has to deal with it herself and calls
it like her head has pressed a self-destruct button and that you are constantly in a
struggle with not executing that self-destruct. As became clear from both Anja and
Matthijs, clients who have to deal with this need much time for sleeping or resting,
because of this endless struggle. This is something that Eline also explained.
So there is a misunderstanding in always trying to get these people back up, a
depressed state will not allow this kind of help. Anja adds that within the Klaverblad
home it is not good to always directly come with solutions, you just need to give it
time and listen to the person. What does help, said Eline, is nature. Anja approves
this and sees it as an important factor in the healing process. But most important is
the listening aspect, that there is time and understanding for these people, which
34 Eline also stresses. Often there is misunderstanding about depression, that is also

32 Interview and lunch with the client at GGzE

33 Walking with the client to the location for the
individual design while examining trees

34 020 initiative at the GGZ in Amsterdam, de Bascule

why Matthijs is setting up a mental health ﬁrst aid training in the Netherlands. This
helps both in terms of stigma removal and understanding the patients better.
A kind of community can help with these struggles. The Klaverblad showed this as a
place for only people with experience and a maximum trajectory of one year, just as a
place where the people feel understood. Matthijs is generating initiatives where youth
can develop their talents while working with others, for instance “Techies for kids”.
The aim is to create success stories in this case, which is also an important healing
factor. Being creative and creating something is an aspect that works for Eline as well.
In a documentary from Vice an initiave called “Café Doodnormaal” offers a talking
place for people who want to talk about life and death, whilst they are taken seriously
with no pre assumptions. This is something that gave a positive response within the
interviews.
There is a difference though if you look at the people from the Klaverblad and people
that Matthijs treats. The long-term stay possibility might not always be practical for
youth. Matthijs stresses that a community like that, with a speciﬁc building can only
enlarge the stigma, because youth wants to live normally. How it can work is that there
is a kind of ﬂexibility in use, that you can arrive there when you feel that life is pushing
you down you just stay their for a couple of nights, but mostly live at home. Just like
with the 020 initiative in Amsterdam. This has to be seen for each client individual, for
instance Anja told that there was a client recently in the Klaverblad from 21 years old.
When talking about architecture, daylight is an important aspect. Eline talked about
her difference in housing where she ﬁrst had a very dark room and now has a room
with a large window that makes her feel much better. Anja explained how the ﬁrst
Klaverblad was also darker and this house provides much light. The Klaverblad is a
regular terraced house in a residential area with an anonymous character, where three
people reside currently. Distraction is of main importance according to Anja, where
Eline also mentions that it is good to do sports, sleeping or school for distraction.
Activities can vary, but having to do something helps with the positive mindset. But
all this from a point of view that the client becomes autonomous. What can someone
already do and how can we use that in further development? Matthijs, Anja en Eline
all approve this. Within the design this meant that there had to be a revision of the
functions that were thought to be necessary, that there needs to be both room for
contemplation, community and activity.

35 Klaverblad initiative at the GGzE in Eindhoven

For a full understanding of the interviews recommendations go out to read the full
interviews in the appendix. The previous text gives a short summary and conclusive
35
information.

Design Process

Parallel to research in interviews, small trips, articles and books, the design process
is a part of the research of its own. Finding the spatial qualities necessary for the
building design while at the same time deﬁning the concept better. After deﬁning
the research question and choosing a location within the masterplan began the
search for these aspects. It started with a model of a fellow studio member (ﬁgure
36), where already is a combination visible in retracting yourself from public and
opening yourself up to the public. This is a theme that became very important. Next
to that a play with light emphasizes the design, which is important for the clients
to have sufﬁcient daylight as can be read in the interviews as well., (see appendix).
What do people with depression and suicidal thoughts need? An environment that
covers them but at the same time allows them to make steps at their own time and
their own place. Initially experimenting with this cover and using the leaf clover
which is derived from the Klaverblad and creating a concept with that, covering
but also opening up from the client, as can be seen in the top right picture. In
models further experimentation took place with these two themes: opening up and
covering up. Initially a ﬂowing space was created between the two sides of the park,
the public garden side and the forest walking park side. This was an investigation in
making a connection between these two, so people have a choice where they want
to go (in life). Walls can be used as a ﬁlter, as well as the roof can have a guiding
factor in this routing. Functions can be placed accordingly, more inward or outward,
depending on their link towards contemplation or activity.

36

36 Sketch model made by studiomember Jinghang
Zhang

37 Series of ﬁrst skecht models. Notic the height
difference in the lowest image by looking at the shadow.

38 Interaction nearby functions

39 Filtering with walls

40 Spreading functions inwards and outwards

41 Transitioning with roof/openness
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For a large part it became a discovery of what it is that deﬁnes a safe place or
a place of contemplation. This is what you can see in the diagrams of ﬁgure 43.
Lifting yourself up from the more public ground ﬂoor, either going higher or going
lower are both ways of distancing yourself and experiencing two types of personal
contemplation. Either by gazing overtop nature and towards the horizon, or enjoying
a more enclosed space where light generously falls in when below the ground. The
relation with daylight and nature seemed like a logic concept to follow, also gained
from the interviews with both clients and therapist.
But this is not enough to house all the functions, and will be just nice to make a
connection and have basic ideas about the concept. The inner workings still need
to be discovered.

42 Concept drawing of sheltering and using the
Klaverblad as a way of choosing direction in life
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43 Concept drawings of lifting up and going down
from the public ground ﬂoor for a more contemplative
and private feleling. And the bottom as a concept for a
direct relation with nature.
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Inspired by an initial idea to shape the landscape in the masterplan, a hill would be
part of the design. This hill can be something that shapes the building and creates
a path through it. Within the hill the living quarters can be placed, so that a feeling
of comfort and enclosure can occur where people retreat in. Also this feels more
natural than a static building, as you have the feeling that there is a direct relation
with nature. Initially the sleeping quarters were kept quite small, to make sure that it
is only a sleeping quarter and not directly something that is a place to stay the whole
day. Later , I learned from interviews with a client (appendix, interview Eline) that it is
necessary to make this more into a living quarter because people can be caused by
their mental disease to be lying in bed the whole day. Relation with nature becomes
therefore very important. The inside of the sleeping quarters was thought of to have
a high ceiling with a split level part in it for another contemplative function, but this
seemed not possible for speciﬁc clients with suicidal thoughts, because they can
easily jump off or hang themselves. So it was important to think of these kinds of
possibilities when designing speciﬁcally these personal spaces.
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44 Scale model in relation to the environment

45 Initial sketch model of placing sleeping quarters in a hill

46 Scale 1:50 model as section through volume with conceptual sleeping quarter
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When creating a hill, it is necessary that enough daylight still penetrates the building;
a skylight or openings in the top of the hill give a viable option for this. This version
of the design is quite focused on one shape, the routing between two sides, while
in the middle having the functions for the clients and therapy sessions all moving
through the hill where the sleeping quarters are. A separate contemplative part
originated here.
The function surfaces contained initially a large plan for sleeping quarters, which
was later reduced. If too many people were to come together then the intimacy and
privacy would suffer and people might not feel comfortable anymore. With some
small additions and changes the basic function planning stayed the same.
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47 Scale model bird view

Sleeping quarters
300 m^2
Contemplate
30 m^2

Therapy/consulting rooms
100 m^2

Living
30 m^2

Library
20 m^2

Cooking
20 m^2
Garden/ Terrace area
200 m^2

Office
20 m^2

Toilet/
showers
15 m^2

48 Initial program with surfaces

49 Function map of initial design
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Work on the concept continued, as did thinking about construction. What would the
structure of such a building type be? This building type is mostly organic shaped
and made into a hill form. Inspiration was gained from for example Shigeru Ban’s
Centre Pompidou in Metz (ﬁgure 56), where the organic shape is formed by a
speciﬁc wooden structure. This shape can be a guiding tool on the inside, shaping
the spaces and giving interesting light tools.
This way of shaping was experimented with, with a larger scale model, containing
two different kinds of sleeping quarters. Initially continuing on the boxes that
contained the persons, raising them up so the private factor of lifting up from the
public ground ﬂoor became apparent. Also by giving them a type of lamellae,
people can look out without having people look in. This was necessary because of
the current orientation of the housing, where people can both have a view to the
public area as well as to each other.

50 Concept sketch orientation sleeping quarters

51 Concept one public direction and one private direction

52 Border of the plot as a ﬁltering border

53 Using trees as ﬁlter

54 Creating a private outside space and a transitional
inside space
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55 Model of different types of sleeping quarters. In
the hill, raised from the hill, sticking outside the hill,
adding lamellae for private effect.

56 Centre Pompidou, Metz by Shigeru Ban. Notice the
organic shaped wooden structure
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In another concept of such a living quarter a more rounded shape that cuts out of
the hill is discovered. This can create a more private space for the person and now
extra lifting or blinding is necessary. The contrast that was there ﬁrst of straight, rigid
shaped boxes with the organic hill becomes now less strong, but the hill is more
accentuated.
At this time a lot of things were discovered, but it was time to look critical at the
basic concept. The hill would offer an interesting tool, but the overall scheme was
still too woolly, not very clearly structured and rigid. Using these ideas the next step
was to order and organize the concept more.

58 Model in discovering way of constructing hill
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57 Sketch of volumes sticking out of hill

59 New type of sleeping quarter embedded in hill

60 Sketch of contemplation room. Light can gush in
through wooden central structure

61 Sketches of ways strict volumes can be inserted
62 more organic way of shaping a sleeping quarter
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The schemes show the way of structuring the design, from which the ﬁnal design
was derived. Adding to the program, in the sense that functions that have a more
active and communal idea now face the more public side of the masterplan and
the housing and sleeping quarters face the more intimate side of the park. Not
only that, the hill is extended in a way that it creates a private side of the plot, not
continuing the full routing that used to be around it. One side can therefore feel safe
and secured, with nothing but rest for the habitants and the other side has a more
active aspect.
From this point, digital 3D models were created, discovering the spatial qualities
this ﬁnalized building type could have.
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63 Final design structure process in schemes. From top
to bottom a development is visible in the program and
how it is shaped.
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64 Render design process of different spaces

51

Final Design

52

3
53

Design

In the ﬁnal design within the masterplan the hill shapes a more private side
of the complex. The housing is oriented towards the water and has no view
from the rooms towards each individual home, so there is no vision right
into other sleeping quarters. This way the houses don’t need to be raised
and can be kept on ground level. The active and public side is still mostly
located on the public side, towards the public gardens. Mostly green and
sometimes small buildings are located on the other side of this road. This
way the public functions ﬁt more towards this side.

Above: Masterplan with location
Below:Bird view situation
RIght: Situation scale 1:2000
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Within the facade it is visible that the way the walls used to cut through the
hill and through the design, are now shaped more towards the front side
and provide a way of embracing the volume, cutting into the hill but also
bending outwards again. There is a distinction in organic ﬂowing volumes
and rigid straight volumes, the organic shapes showing mostly the ﬂow of
the building, guiding the visitor, and following routing. The rigid shapes tell
the story of the static functions in the facade. This gives an interesting play
within shape language.
A difference can be noticed within openness of the facade if we look at
the left and right side of the entrance. More glass was added and removal
of the hill for the function part where a workshop and a cafe are. These
functions form a more open step of activity and therefore can be more
open and accessible from the facade. On the other side the closed aspect
is because of the more private character, still providing enough light, but in
a more subtle way, being engulfed in the hill.
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North-East facade scale 1:500. Notice the way the walls bend at the entrance and turn back at the left and right again as if the building is embracing

South-East facade scale 1:500

South-West facade scale 1:500

North-West facade scale 1:500
Below: Bird view situation
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JUST BREATHE

The concept can be summarized in the words “Just Breathe”, invoking
both hope and rest but also a continuation of living. ‘Breathing in’ stands
for a more active side of the functions, giving initiative towards a guided
reintegration back into society. While the’ breathing out’ part is a way of
catching your breath, having personal contemplative spaces where you can
catch your breath.
Walls as leading element

The organic shaped walls form the leading element, guiding the persons
inwards towards the entrance and inner functions, continuing within the
building. Both expressing outside and inside. Circulation is not in one direct
line from one side to the other, the patio forms a buffer for this. There are
only two entrances at the inside of the patio, then at the outside of the
sleeping quarter area there is the entrance towards the green secluded
area. In this way public access to that secluded area is limited, but visiting is
still possible. Additionally this gives a clear distinction between the different
areas in the masterplan, the public gardens and the private green zone.
On the top of the roof a terrace was created where people can enjoy the
view and the nature, just as they can in the patio and the secluded area,
but then from a higher viewpoint. This terrace at the same time creates a
skylight that offers light near the entrance.
The building can be used by the target group of people who feel depressed
and have suicidal thoughts. If this is used by a younger target group, like
young adults, then there is also a free and ﬂexible way to stay or not stay
there. If they want, they can just catch their breath for a few days. The spaces
can also be used for an older age group, combining ages and extending
the trajectory in which clients will be staying there. This is comparable to the
Klaverblad initiative (appendix, intervew Anja van der Zanden) or the 020
initiative in Amsterdam (appendix, interview Matthijs Olthuis).

Passive side (yellow) and active side (blue)

Circulation

Public side (red) and private side (green)
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C

B’

D’

A’

D
B

C’
A

Ground ﬂoor plan scale 1:500

Second ﬂoor plan scale 1:500
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py
1
Living quarter plan. Notice the sphere as a cozy sitting corner which is at the same time
a bed. The entrance offers a transitional zone where the habitant can ﬁrst look out to
see if he wants to go out and after that make the decision to leave. This is done to limit
confrontations and provide comfort. Size of the quarter is regular sized, approximately 19
m^2, to also stimulate discovery and community within other parts of the complex.
Below: Axonometric view sleeping quarter

1
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Level 1 Copy 1
1 : 50

Library
30 m^2
Therapy
30 m^2

Living
50 m^2

Workshop
60 m^2

Contemplate
60 m^2

Sleeping quarters
117 m^2

Café
60 m^2

Living
50 m^2

Patio
336 m^2

Sleeping quarters
117 m^2

Above: Program scale 1:500

Below: Visualization sleeping quarter
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C
B’
D

D’

A’

B

A
C’
Location of section in plan
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Section D scale 1:500

Section C scale 1:500
Below: Technical section A scale 1:50
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The structure and materialization of the building, as can be seen in section A and B, is
made up of a concrete and steel combination. Using breedplaatvloeren or wide slab
ﬂoors to span the roof and ﬂoor construction. Where the roof becomes part of the hill,
grass is realised on the roof by adding layers of soil, drainage, ﬁlters and isolation. A
wooden ﬁnish is added on the outside of the wide slab ﬂoors, which at the same time
can be used as the cast for the concrete. These wooden planks can be connected
by drilling anchors to the concrete, in which case the shape will stay intact at best.
When the construction of the building and partly landscaping of the hill takes place,
the elevated part of the design can be ﬁlled up with leftover ground. If this is not the
case it can be used as a crawling space.
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Section B scale 1:100
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Conclusion

To get to a conclusion of this project the research question needs to be brought back
to the initial question:
How do we create an architectural healing environment for mental health treatment
with regards to contemplations of life and death?
If we look at the healing environment attention was paid to personal space and a
relation with nature. These spaces are key in having positive results on the mental
state of mind. Next to this the aspect of doing activities and having communal
functions served more as the next step towards reintegrating in society. The safe
place needed to have a way of easily escaping it but also providing ways that feelings
and state of minds could be expressed within activities.
It was mostly about the safe place, the active side and the transition between them.
While focus may have been more on the safety aspect at ﬁrst, the activity aspect also
plays a major part in providing hope. Because within the secluded space there is the
ability to create success stories where people can still develop themselves, but after
that easily returning to a more contemplative state.
The way the spaces are shaped and how the relation has been made between the
functions underlines the concept. It offers clarity as well as visually appealing spaces,
through which people can be inspired, and regain their hope in life.
Through the interviews and other research the insight was gained that this initiative
surrounding care and understanding for people with suicidal thoughts, is a concept
that is not initiated enough in the Netherlands. For example the Klaverblad, when
well promoted, gains a national waiting list. If this concept can be improved,
different parties at the GGzE can come together and discuss the subject. This could
be something done on a national scale. There is most deﬁnitely a need for it.
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Personal

Home-like

Contemplation

Safety

Transition

Stigma-removal
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Society

Activities
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Appendix
Interview Matthijs Olthuis

Interview Matthijs Olthuis, psychiatrist. February 24, 2017.
Original interview in Dutch, transcript made in English by David van der
Schoor.
Questions as a preparation for the interview:
Workﬁeld/experience:
o
Can you describe your function?
o
What kind of people come to you for help?
o
Can you say what kind of gradations in cases of suicidality are
apparent?
o
What do you recommend per case in terms of help?
o
What would you describe as your goal with the therapy that you
give?
o
What are activities that have a positive inﬂuence on the mental
state of mind?
o
What do you think gives people hope?
In terms of architectural design
Explanation idea in relation to the Klaverblad initiative. If such a concept
would exist, what would you ﬁnd important in case of:
- Functions, what is important for people to be able to do?
- Relation with nature?
- Integration within society?
- Combination of withdrawal and being active in public?
- Daylight and sunlight? Windows etc.
- Height and size of spaces?
o
What is important when people come together? Group size, group
sessions.
o
Communal activitiest in a building
o
What would you suggest for a living environment for these
people?
o
How do you think a building can contribute to understanding
people better?
o
Any other suggestions/ comments?
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Start interview:
How would you describe your function, which you have at the GGzE?
I am a treatment coach, social psychiatric nurse. Coach is the main
practice, next to that I give trainings. A kind of ﬁrst aid, but then for
psychic complaints. I learn people to recognize signals of psychiatric
problems. Next to that, but that is less ofﬁcial, I really like innovation.
For example I contribute to a project called “Playground for techies”,
where we take youth that has an interest for technics, but are not
that social, like people with autism or who are just sitting in their
room to play video games, and give them a project. Like building with
Legos, building robots. It is a project we just started with. It ﬁts in the
philosophy of a positive mindset towards talent development. That
you focus on that which goes well, instead of what the problems are.
Another example is the pokemon go event, which also gives the Grote
Beek a more open character, and also give the youth or the clients a
direct task in this idea.
I understood while in a conversation with a client, that you strive towards
the self development of a person, to really see where the qualities lie of the
person themself.
Yes we try to do that.
How would you describe the people who come to you for help?
The youth. Some call it patients or clients. From the ages 17-25 years.
And what kind of cases are that?
People who have trouble on a regular basis with being gloomy, often
mad, divergent kind of problems.
Because I am busy with the speciﬁc group of people that has suicidal
thoughts, as a continuation of the “klaverblad” initiative. Can you tell me
something about the people who have these thoughts and come to you,
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are there gradations in these types of people?
Yes of course there are, you have youth who are sometimes thinking
about death, but also youth where there is a constant factor of a
desire for it. But overall we are convinced that no one really has the
wish to die. People are often stuck, but that has to do with this life
that they are living. There is a lot of research done on this subject,
which you can easily get access to.
When people come to you for help, what are general things you give
them as advice for help?
Almost always the suicidality ﬁts to a speciﬁc kind of psychiatric
problem. Mostly the depression you try to treat. The most effective
is a conversational therapy. But also cognitive behavior therapy is an
effective way of treatment with depression. And in combination with
medication. All kinds of methods work, you try to give the person
some perspective, to offer them hope. Or sometimes it is a really
complex situation with the parents, so you try to work something out
within that. So you don’t focus on one thing, but you look at all the
phases of life. How is school going, what can you offer there.
You talk about giving hope, which suits my research of the Maggie
centers, in which the architecture of hope is being discussed. What do you
recognize as elements that offer people hope?
For youth you see that often in school, to better develop there.
For example youth that has a daily confrontation with things they
experienced in the past, to give them some perspective in that area
in the sense that that can disappear, or be reduced. Those are things
that play a part. And the relation with the client is something that can
be very important.
Ah you mean the relationship in itself? That you listen to the person, offer
attention.
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Yes if someone has such a difﬁcult problem, and you can offer them
an environment where they can be listened to, where there is trust.

Those are aspects that are important in that relation.
I understand. Within this relation, is there a certain goal that you try to
achieve with the client? Which is set or is it more non-commital?
What happens is that 9 out of 10 times, someone is redirected from
the general practitioner, and in my team there always is a clinical
psychiatrist who does the in-take, the very ﬁrst conversation. He looks
what is the question and what could be the case, and tries to come up
with a ﬁrst plan with the client.
A kind of treatment traject.
Yes, and he comes to me and says: “Matthijs, could you get into
contact with this person. Work on those and those aspects.” At that
point already some appointments are made. In that way you work with
the person. And you keep note of what happens. It can be the case
that during a conversation, during the therapy, the suicidality comes
much more on the foreground. So it is much more of a guideline, not
really static. It is good with the youth to talk about direction and what
could work differently, what is the change of direction, that you look at
that speciﬁcally.
If you look at activities, what are kind of activities do you recommend to
these people that have a positive inﬂuence on the mental condition?
Over the whole you could say that success experience is really
important. That goes for everybody, but most certainly if you are 17
and more vulnerable. There are always activities to come up with that a
person can successfully complete. It is not good if someone is laying in
bed the whole day because of a depression and someone keeps saying
that he/she should go sporting or become active, that is not a good
way of dealing with it.
I know the “Tuin” and “Boerderij” initiative at the GGzE itself, where clients
can come and work and there is no difference in success. Someone who
cleans the ﬂoor is just as successful as someone who completes a bench.
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This is something we also expanded on with a new masterplan for the Grote

Beek. Now I also want to think about design a bit, if we offer something
to these people in a building, like a studio, or where they can create
something, a certain creative look, would that be suitable?
What I talked about earlier, that playground for techies, that we
would like to have a kind of IT workplace, to give the chance at youth
to further develop their talents. This can also be in combination with
animals, or a type of catering (horeca), it would be lovely if you could
ﬁnd a kind of mix in this subject. At one side you focus on treatment,
like cognitive behavioral therapy, medication and on the other side
offer other functions in which youth can develop itself. A kind of
talent development. Use creativity, that is great.
And also look if you can do it in combination with other associations,
who are specialized in these kind of activities.
So that you don’t have to reinvent the wheel everytime.
Yes, that playground initiative, which I am in the middle of, also
organizing it, but I don’t have the ambition to fully manage this.
Because there are other associations that might do this for a much
longer time.
Could I ﬁnd more information about the tech playground initiative that
you keep referring to?
Yes, it is a part of Dynamo Jeugdwerk in Eindhoven. Also in
association with GGzE, but it is quite small now because we just
started it. We now had 3 meetings. But the focus is the same thing
you also mentioned: the talent development, the positive philosophy.
What goes well, and after that the other things come as it goes by.
Like the social skills, they come on their own with a project, because
you want the project to succeed.
I am quite positive to hear these initiatives! In my design I am looking for
a combination of retreating and therapy in relation to activating people,
giving hope, successtories. The site what I am now working on lies in
the middle between a public garden area, and on the other side where
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the sleeping quarters are oriented towards is a more quiet natural area.

I understood this also from a client, that she seeks in nature the rest. That
that is the most simple thing to do when you are depressive.
You must realize that the largest group of people who are at the GGzE
area do not live there. They are ambulant and live at home. They will
not quickly make use of a garden or a natural area. It will stay a GGzE
area. When I walk there on my own it does not always feel very safe or
nice.
That is something we indeed tried to tackle in the beginning of our
masterproject, how can we activate the area that it will gain a more public
character, until a certain degree. That the safety in that way can be easily
stimulated.
But at the Klaverblad initiative it is the case of daycare, that they do stay
there during the day, and that they go back in the weekends, which can be
a traject of up to a year.
Yes, that is possible, but also the “Klaverblad” is something which the
youth does not use very often. We don’t have a lot of success stories
by placing youth there. And also the working in the garden: is that
really providing perspective? I don’t know youth that gives that hope,
it is a small group in that sense. If it becomes an obligated day activity.
I know a very small amount of people, if I look at my friend group,
there are a small group of gardeners. I don’t know how it is in your
generation, friends or study relatives, how much they do in gardening.
Yes I know what you mean. When talking to the client I was thinking in
terms of designing this place to expand on the target group. What if you
incorporate elder people? Nowadays the discussion about “voltooid leven”
or “waardig ouder worden”, those are also thoughts surrounding suicidality,
that could be interesting if you combine that with a younger target group.
What also is a nice project, is at Amsterdam at a GGZ institution, which
is from the concept that you want to get rid of the clinical feeling, to
treat youth as much as needed at their homes. It is called 020, not
entirely sure, but those are a kind of really approachable provisions,
where youth who are in temporary trouble, like with their parents or
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with stress whatever the case: they can have a temporary shelter, really

short a few nights, to have a way of relieving, gaining energy. If you
look at the clinic environments at the GGzE, those are places that I
ﬁnd visually not very helpful.
Yes that is something that I recognize, not really personal.
And they do that at that place, a place of holding: here do I belong,
here it is okay. Nice with light, nice food, getting rest. A place to
recharge. I ﬁnd that an interesting thought. The whole thought
behind incorporation or treatment is not there, it is just a few days to
get back on your feet, to recharge.
That would appeal more to a youth target group I guess.
Yes, and that the youth themselves get the authority over it. The free
way that they can call and send a message: Hi, can I come? And also
more organized from the point of view from the experience worker
logic. Not necessarily the contact with therapists or psychiatrists.
The ambulant care is now rising, which is also something that the GGzE
wanted. But there still is a certain stigma on people who are walking
around with thoughts surrounding suicidality. And there is a certain brand
on top of them, people who are afraid of it. How do you think that the
integration in society can work? What is needed for that?
I am accompanied with the Mental Health ﬁrst aid initiative, MHFA,
which comes from Australia. There you learn people the different
kinds of psychiatric diseases, you learn them to recognize signs. A
kind of ﬁrst aid to teach people and in that way that the stigma can
disappear. Next to that an early intervention is important, otherwise
the prognosis might not be that good. Because after that the
treatment is easier and can be shorter. Then it will have less impact on
secondary complaints, like study or addictions. Cause those are things
that are almost always a secondary aspect. The earlier the treatment,
the less the damage.
So what you can do for the stigma, is at ﬁrst providing adequate
information by means of lectures of some kind, those are things
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that help. Next to that is there the vision on the park, if someone

is very sick and shows very complicated behavior then I ask myself
the question: do you want it fully open? Because people can not
understand that very well.
Yes to a certain degree, we have made a plan where we divided the area
in three areas: A closed and private area, a semi-public area, and a public
area. So that for those who need it and it is better for there is privacy.
How do you see this in relation to a building, in the sense that there is a
combination of withdrawing yourself, versus a more outside public view.
Are you talking about people who are taken in, following therapy, or
living somewhere on the terrain? Or more at home.
No then I am talking more about a daycare initiative, where they would stay
at the terrain and also live there for a period of time.
Not entirely sure what your goal is. There are youth initiatives on the
GGzE terrain now where they have a treatment which is forced. They
live there, but that is more forensic. That is another target group
of people who are psychotic. I ﬁnd it difﬁcult to answer that. Your
aim should be to normalize the situation. That is to ﬁnd a balance in
activities and rest, and activities such as exercise and sunlight, which
commonly are used for recovery. But that’s common knowledge, also
for people who don’t have psychiatric issues. For psychiatric people it
is the case to be able to stimulate them more, or to ﬁnd a way to be
active in that sense.
Ok I think it is good that you say that, that it is in a way which is maybe not
that “special”. That it comes from a normal way of thinking. I am keeping
in mind the amount of daylight which contributes to a positive healing
environment.
What I never understood so well, is that you have a certain elder group
that you think of that can never re enter society in a certain way, who
are the rest of their lives dependent on a lot of physical care. For
them they offer living quarters where they can stay the rest of their
lives which is in terms a nice living environment, but at the GGZ this is
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mostly very clinical. It is more living oriented, while within psychiatry

the aim is more on the handicap model itself. But it is not exactly my
work area.
No I fully understand that, but I appreciate everything so far, really
interesting. What I am looking at also is to create a personal level of living,
how I can do that. A combination of personal and more open spaces. To
create a living group initiative for it.
So is your exact goal to have a living area for suicidal youth as an
elongation from the Klaverblad initiative?
Well I must honestly say that my target group from age keeps switching,
but the rest is correct yes.
And what would you want with that? Because 90 % of the suicidal
youth lives at home, they go to school or they work. But overall we
see that they function quite well although they often are busy in their
head with death. Today it can be that life sucks for me and tomorrow
then not. It is quite a complex target group that you choose I would
say. I am trying to ﬁgure out exactly what you want. You would like
to create living group for people who are suicidal?
Yes it is the concept that they can come together and that they can be
understood by one another. Because that is what I found out to be the
problem. People don’t want to talk to them about it, but they can ﬁnd
their way to talk to eachother about it.
Why would you not widen this target group? That piece of
understanding eachother I ﬁnd really interesting, but that can also be
the case that you ﬁnd life really complicated. Not necessarily suicidal.
Because then themes like stigma, respect, bullying history, are all
themes related to that life sucks. That you pick something like that.
Yes for now it was from an elongation from the Klaverblad initiative, from
there I took the target group of suicidality, but I understand what you are
saying.
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Because what you don’t want, that is also a type of stigma, when

you are thinking in boxes. Suicidality is something that is there, but
can also be gone the other day. The people I work with are sometimes
suicidal, but not continuously. If you put a stamp on it that the building
becomes only for suicidal people, then it gets that stigma again. But at
the time that you try to widen that target group. People that ﬁnd life
complicated or feel bad, instead of putting a stamp like depression,
or a stamp like personality pathology, then you turn it into something
broader where also the normal citizen can ﬁnd a way in.
Yes I understand. Then it would be something that is more easily integrated
in society. Then it does not turn into a stamped area.
In the past we tried to have a kind of walk-in in the Boeij (GGZ
initiative), for youth with comparable problems. Now we have the
“jongerenpunt”, which is also from the Klaverblad point of view by
using experience workers more than therapists. Experience workers
who are more involved with youth at the “jongerenpunt”. I can
understand that this would be an interesting party to get into contact
with, to share thoughts with them, because they will also have an
opinion about the “Klaverblad” initiative. It is good to look at the
experience workers mentality, where is there a need for? To also search
that connection with eachother, which I also hear you talking about.
You really want them to have contact with others, recognition, sense
of safety and security. That is what the “jongerenpunt” is also busy
with, how do we do something like that? There is a farm at the point
where the youth point is, which needs to be reconstructed fully. Also
rethought in the sense of: what do we want with that? It would be
very interesting for you to have a meeting with them.
I am just thinking out loud for you now. We meet a lot of youth who
are in “begeleid wonen” (aided living), or with parents, that they would
like to have a place in which they can rest and recharge. You don’t
necessarily need to give them homes. I once thought of the idea of
a youth hotel, where they pay 5 euros and can live there for a night,
instead of a clinical take-in that they go to a youth hotel. It would be
nice if you could brainstorm with them about that.
Do you know people there that I might be able to get into contact with?
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Yes Nicole Hoeijmans, who coordinates a few different tasks there.
* We proceed to exchange contact information.
What I am also thinking about, is group size. I now have a concept for 12
people which is divided into two groups of 6, to be able to have a more
intimate exchange. That they have a living room and a kitchen, a place to
cook.
But then you are talking about a treatment place, or what is exactly
your train of thought?
In basis I thought of a therapeutical center, but from a perspective that
it comes from the persons themselves, and not try to stimulate a clinical
character. A way that lies in-between.
Like a living place?
Yes
I have mixed feelings about that, which is difﬁcult. Because if you
look at yourself, how much people in your own friend group live
in a community with 6-12 persons? Well of course a student dorm.
But then you would make a kind of student dorm for people. It is
something you have to think about very well. Is it nice if people with
all kinds of psychiatric problems to have them living together? It is
different if you say that you create meeting places where people
come together and from there have activities or do stuff together.
That I ﬁnd a huge difference with living places. I am not an advoacate
of long-term living places. Okay you need that for the youth, but
again, the normality I ﬁnd okay.
5 years ago I was associated with a project, which I was enthousiastic
about but which unfortunately never came to be: with other
organizations we would take a house in the center of Eindhoven,
where youth could live with a psychiatric background, but also youth
which is at the TU or at the Fontys, or whatever. It was a community
idea, not just living, also more jointly component in when it is
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necessary to offer support to other residents. So again that is in the

middle of the city, normalized. Because you have different ideas of that
I understand?
Well yes, the community idea can work in several ways. The klaverblad
would be happy if it had an extension. You say youth is not necessarily good
in that way to house them.
Yes well the normalizing of the whole thing is important. There is a
need for housing for youth, but that is more from a ﬁnancial basis.
Rooms which are affordable. Where you don’t have to do with just
psychiatric limitations, but more with money as a problem. A lot of
youth came to house at the Klaverblad, purely from the ﬁnancial
eyepoint. “I don’t want to live with mom and dad anymore, I have no
money, Okay Klaverblad, then we go there.”
If I can give you an advice, when you want to be of meaning for the
group of young adults with psychiatric problems that think that life is
really heavy sometimes. Then partly digital support is possible, but the
social factor is most important. To create situation that people can get
into contact, that is 1. 2 is really approachable shelter to give them, so
think of a student hotel, or that project in Amsterdam, that they can
easily go there to get out of the stress situation. 3 is normalizing and
that there is an affordable housing solution. Not that you can solve
that, but from practice that is what there is a need for.
For the building I am thinking what type of activities to place. Like
sportactivities, big or small, relation to the GGzE terrain. What would you
next to that what you mentioned ﬁnd nice for these people in a living
environment, if they get in such a place where they stay temporary or for a
longer period of time?
I think we need to search for more E-Health kind of practices. What is
nice is if you can provide places that use for example serious gaming,
a kind of relaxation, or something that can help a kind of extreme fear.
That you can offer that kind of activities for them.
Ok thank you. I think I leave it at this for now. I have a lot of useful
information. Thank you a lot for that. Do you have any more general
remarks or notes?
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No I think I have said a lot of different things. If you have something
on paper and you would like to have me take a look at it, me to read
it over, do that. Send it to me.
Ok thank you I will. This conversation will be used as a basis for my
graduation booklet, I will type it out for that. That book will probably be
exposed at an exposition for the GGzE itself. After our graduation project
that will take place, so we can show them our plans. You agree that I will
process this interview into my personal booklet?
Yes, sure!
Okay thank you for your time and all of the information! Really interesting,
I will mail you again and if I need to mention something I will keep in
touch.
You are welcome!
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Interview Eline

Interview Eline, client at the GGzE. February 28 2017.
A conclusive interview as a result of conversations since September 2017.
Original interview in Dutch, English transcript made by David van der
Schoor
Questions to guide through the interview:
Mental state:
o
How would you describe what is mentally going on with you?
o
How do you deal with difﬁcult and forcefull thoughts?
o
What are ways to ﬁght negative thoughts?
o
What do you think is important for people to understand your
current condition?
o
Do you have the feeling that you are being understood by people
in your direct environment?
o
What do you get help and therapy for? What do you think of the
environment in which you are being helped?
o
How would you describe that help?
In the direction of a mentally pleasant environment:
o
How do your mental aspects have an inﬂuence on your living
environment?
o
What do people in your living environment need to know about
you?
o
What do you prefer in a living environment that satisﬁes your
mental condition?
o
What gives you hope?
o
If you were to live together with a community, like the Klaverblad
initiative, with people of a same mindset, what are activities that you would
do together with them? Think about sport, hobbies, dining.
o
How would you see the balance between being active and
withdrawing yourself?
o
Any further suggestions on a nice living environment?
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Start interview:
First I will explain the build-up of the interview. It will consist of two parts,
the ﬁrst more on your mental situation, the second more on the design part
which I am working on. In the direction of a mental living environment.
Untill now I never mentioned your name when talking about you, do you
want me to keep you anonymous?
It does not matter for me that much.
Okay, because I can imagine that some personal stuff might be discussed
that you would want that.
No, I don’t mind.
Okay cool! Then I would like to start the interview. First off, how would you
describe your mental condition?
Re-occuring depressions and next to that a degeneralised fear disorder.
And an autism spectrum disorder.
And how do you experience that? What are things that you on a regular
basis notice?
Especially I have trouble with large groups of people. Places where
there are a lot of stimuli. When I have no alone time, I really need my
alone time, to recharge. And it is not really easy for me to go to school,
or to go anywhere, that is always difﬁcult.
Does that have to do with thoughts that are difﬁcult? Or tiring? Is that what
costs the most of energy?
Yes mostly the thoughts that I ﬁll in for others, that costs a lot of
energy. And the non-rational fears that I have when I go somewhere.
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That can be anything.
I know you now for a while, you told me about suicidal thoughts. How do
you see that in relation to those fears? Like a fear for life?
That has to do with the thought that I am not good enough. It does
not have to do as much with my fears, but more with my depression.
Like I am continuously tired of life.
So mostly chained to your depression?
Yes.
How do you cope with the difﬁcult or sometimes tiring thoughts?
I hurt myself. That helps. It is not ideal, but it works. And otherwise I
try to distract myself. Like with a nature ﬁlm or something.
Can you name more ways of distraction?
A nature ﬁlm or a tv show.
What do you think is important for other people to know more about your
condition, so they can understand it better?
That from more people there is an open mindset. Because no one
talks about it, other people can therefore not understand it either.
And what exactly do you mean where people need to be opened up
about?
Well basically every mental disease. There is really a stigma on the
subject. In an ideal world there would be schooling on this subject.
On the primary or secondary school.
Well, from conversations with Matthijs I understood that there is an
initiative for that called “Mental health ﬁrst aid”, which started in Australia.
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A kind of “EHBO-cursus”, but then for people about mental health issues.

Then people can take action and recognize when a mental disease incident
takes place. I liked that initiative.
Yes absolutely! That is surely a very good idea! You have my vote!
Because if you look at people in your direct environment, do you have the
idea that you are understood by them?
Not really in my family. I don’t think people understand it, they want
to, how do I put it, they want to know more about it. They validate it
at least.
You mean that they believe that you have it?
Yes.
But they don’t understand it?
Yes.
So that is what family, is it with friends similar to that?
Yes I think my friends validate it even more than my family does.
How would you describe the relation with your family?
Quite distant.
I understood that mental disorders have an effect on secondary activities.
Like family it can inﬂuence, or school. It can also come from your family. If
you look at your secondary activity, like your study, how do they recognize
and validate your mental state there?
At my study it is validated that I have it, we also study parts of it.
My classmates also really understand me if I am sick for a project or
meeting and I can not come. They understand that I can not come to
school, instead of: “O would she really be sick?”
It is being acknowledged?
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Yes. I must say that there was completely no acknowledgement when
I used to study in Middelburg.
Okay, what was different there then?
They acted like mental health issues were non-existent. In general.
You described it to me ﬁrst, I don’t know if you can repeat that, the
description of the self-destruct-mode. Do you remember that? The way
you explained it to me.
I don’t know it exactly, but it is like your head has pressed a selfdestruct button, and that you are constantly in a struggle with not
executing that self-destruct.
And I understand that distraction helps with that, like going to school,
watching series, sleeping even,’…
Medication
Ah yes, you get medication. And you also have therapy, where do you get
therapy?
At GGZ kind en jeugd.
Do you get therapy for all the mental issues that play a role with you?
Yes.
And how do you feel about that, to be helped there?
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I am really happy with that! The previous psychiatrist that I had was
really nice. She was really pragmatic and was like: “Okay, that’s not
so nice for you, what are we gonna do about it?” And that is a way
in which I really like to treat my problems. And I recently have a new
psychiatrist, but I don’t have a lot of experience with how he does it.
But it seems in a similar way.

How would you describe the therapy that you get?
I don’t know if I can label it.
The psychiatrists talked about conversational therapy and social behavior
therapy.
You also have cognitive behavior therapy. For a part of my therapy I
had cognitive behavior therapy.
How would you describe that?
Learning to know emotions, that is cognitive activity. I also had trauma
therapy, but that was with my psychiatrist in Middelburg. And a lot of
conversational therapy. A bit of all.
Would you say that the conversational therapy works? Or that it is nice?
Yes.
Because I understood that the relation within that kind of therapy can also
help. Do you notice a difference in conversations with people who are not a
therapist?
Yes I notice a difference. Because if you are in conversational therapy,
the psychiatrist can name what you yourself cannot name. A moment
like: “Yes exactly, but I did not have words for that”. And with friends
you don’t have that a lot.
No I get that. Okay if we then now look a the location you are at now, where
you live and in the sense of possible new ideas for a living environment.
How does your mental state has an inﬂuence on your living environment?
So where you live now. Does it have any inﬂuence at all?
I don’t think so.
Because you now live in a student dorm?
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Yes.
Do your roommates know about your situation in any way?
To a certain degree they know about my problems. But they are not
really occupied with it, and I make sure they won’t be occupied with
it.
Don’t you feel like they should know some basic things about you?
I gave a little bit of explanation, but more I did not really ﬁnd
necessary.
Okay interesting. What do you ﬁnd important in your living environment in
relation to your mental health?
Light.
Light?
Light. Very much. When I was in Middelburg I did not have any light.
A very small window, which could not be opened, on the shadow side
of the house. This was awful. And I notice now I live here, one of my
walls is completely a window, that I feel much more energetic and a
lot better.
Okay, and as for the size of where you live?
That does not matter for me that much. My room is not very big, but
just ﬁne. I rather have a small light room, then a large dark room, as I
used to have in Middelburg.
And for a question in between, as you go through life as you do, you are
ﬁghting with your thoughts, but at the same time living your life. What are
things that you say give you hope?
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From beautiful nature. When I go for a walk in the park, that really
gives me a boost.

Yeah what gives me hope. Well, what I see what I already have
survived, so to say. If I can do that, then the rest will be ﬁne as well.
And from God I gain hope.
Awesome! Faith plays a major role in your life?
Yes! I mean it would be really nice if I get to a heaven where it ís
pleasant to be.
Okay next I wanted to look at if you were to live together with a kind
of community, for example the Klaverblad initiative. Which I previously
explained to you, where people come together to talk about suicidal
thoughts. The mindset to talk about life and death. Klaverblad is purely
voluntary and experience based, in my design I have room for therapy and
associating clients to therapists. If you were to live there, and you would
do activities with the people who live there, with the same kind of mind
process as you, what are activities that you would see yourself do with those
around you? So think about sports, hobbies, dining etc.
I must say that when I am in a tough depression, then I won’t do sports
a lot. Although I know that that would help me. For myself what I enjoy
is, when I am completely low on energy, to make a jigsaw puzzle. Just
being busy, not really thinking about anything. Or, I don’t know, claying
or something.
Something creative? To create something?
Yes.
And in combination with others? To what extent do you ﬁnd it pleasant to
be with other people?
Well, I am pretty autistic, so my interaction with others is not my
strong point, but what I enjoy myself, is when I am just doing my own
thing, that someone is sitting next to me who also is doing his own
thing.
Okay, so for example, there is a small studio, where someone is working
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with clay, and next to him someone is drawing, and further on someone is
playing with legos, something like that would be ﬁne?
Yes, exactly!
And would you also say that that is more fun in combination with others,
or less fun than that you would be doing that on your own?
No I would prefer it if there were more people doing things around
me.
Okay, because I dont know to what extent you came into contact with
other people who go through the same stuff as you do. Do you have
contact with people like that?
Not really, no.
Because what I understood is that there is a cafe in the Netherlands, which
is called café “Doodnormaal, where they bring people together who
are struggliging with suicidal thoughts or thoughts about life and death,
depressions, to just sit together and talk about it. Through this initiative
people do have the feeling that they áre being understood. And that
they see it in their own target group, not necessarily from a therapeutic
viewpoint, but from experience knowledge. If you have not experienced
something like that you can’t answer it, but would you see the value of
this, to be able to talk to people like this?
Yes, I can see that.
That is more oriented towards the group, and within the plan I will provide
more options for sport and for hobbies, something like a studio, eating
together with a small group. As I am working now on my design it will
be a building with two small living groups on either side of the building.
It will be a combination of being active and retracting yourself, and the
transition between them. What do you ﬁnd important for a place of rest?
And think free in the sense of a personal room where you can retreat
yourself but also have your normal stuff, like a bed, shower, desk, chairs.
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I would prefer that next to a normal chair and desk that there is also
a comfortable chair, or a bench. Because it is better for your mental
health if you are not in bed the whole day. Then you wont have to do
something active, but for example to read a book on a chair, instead of
on your bed, makes a lot of difference.
Further space for personal stuff, like pictures. To make it more your
own space.
And as for your view?
Well in any case a lot of light. And I really enjoy the nature, I can
recharge then, but I would not be able to say if that goes for
everybody. I would prefer if there is a view, but not a view on a street,
but on a pond with trees or bushes. In any case: green.
For now in the design the orientation of the dwelling is towards a nature
area. I did that for all dwellings. And if there is no want for that, you can go
to the other side of the building towards the more communal areas, where
there is more a view to the public area with a street and public gardens.
So you have those two sides, which is derived from the concept: retreating
in relation with nature and going out there is the relation with your living
group as well as a step further towards the public area. It is seperated in
that way. How would you see the ratio if you look at your own life, between
being active and retreating?
It differs a lot per day and how I feel. It even depends on the weather.
If it is such a drowsy day as now I preferably just want to completely
retreat myself and sit on a couch with a blanket or something. And
then I just want no contact with other people. But there can also be a
day where I am a lot outside and then in the morning at 8:30 go out
the door and that I am home at only 23:00.
And you have the energy for that then?
Yes
Is it also season dependant? Does that play a part?
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Yes in the winter I am much less outside.
And less sunlight then also plays a part.
For the target group, which is something I am thinking about, I thought
it would be nice to do this for youth and young adults. But I was also
thinking about the Klaverblad and the other articles that you read in the
news nowadays, of elderly people who are dealing with “voltooid leven”
(completed living) and thinking about life and death. How would you see
that if you were not only living with younger people, but also with elders?
I think that that can be really valuable. Because elders have much
more life experience, younger people have more experience with the
modern society. I think that there can be much to learn.
Do you think that there can come an encouragement from that?
Yes, I am certain!.
Do you think it is an added value when it is only with younger people, or do
you see it more in the combination?
I think for both there is something to say. For youth only it is more
accessible, but if it is also with elder people then you are able to learn
much more from eachother.
Yes in the ﬁrst case at least you don’t have an age barrier to conquer. With
the Klaverblad, the idea is that it is temporary for staying. At the GGZ in
Amsterdam there is also something like that, speciﬁc for youth, more from
a perspective to stay there for a few nights, just to catch your breath, when
they are feeling totally down. A place of recharging and coming to your
senses to regain energy. What do you think about that?
Yes that would really be something for me. I would make use of that!
Because I know there are people who it is good for to stay there for a longer
period, like for a yearin the Klaverblad so it becomes your adress, but in the
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home, but when you are feeling down you can go to that place. Two ways of
dealing with time en pastime. If you look at those two ways of dealing with
time, what do you think is best also in the sense of dealing with stigma?
I think that the second, where you can just go there for a short while and
then go back home, I think that that is much more accessible. You know
that you are not stuck there for half a year or something like that. I think
more people will make use of it that way, because you can easily send
a message: hey, can I come by? Maybe you don’t even need to stay the
night, maybe one conversation can be enough. That can be a valuable
thought.
Maybe it can be for a few days, and in that sense it would be practical that
there is an option to stay there.
Yes, yes. If it is necessary you can stay, if it is not necessary you can go
home.
I found it myself also a really interesting thought. I was thinking, at the GGZ
they have departments where youth is staying, I believe it was called the
Catamaran. Are you familiar with that?
No
Was there ever the case that you neede to be taken in?
Yes there was talk about it, but eventually I was too sensitive.
What do you mean exactly with that?
They were afraid that I would have to much compassion with the other
people who would be taken in. And if they were sad then I would be sad
because of that.
Ah I see, yes that is something that you really have to view per person.
And in that sense I really think that a short term stay would really be
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But it just was not there for you as an option.
Yes!
I thought of something, but then we have to move a bit backwards, about
things that give you hope. We talked about functions that you can create
your own things. Matthijs talked about succes stories, so that you look at
what a person is able to do already and how do you continue on that. Is that
with you also part of the standard therapy?
Yes, that is even mandatory. I learn that now at my study as well. Since
2012 that is the way that therapy needs to go.
And how would you describe that that works for you?
Well, you also look at stuff that goes wrong, off course, because
otherwise you would not be sitting there if there was nothing that
does not go wrong. But next to that, there is no one who is going to
say to you: you have to do this and this and then it will be over. What
they do is make you think for yourself, what can I do about it, what am
I able to do already and how can I use that to make myself feel better.
And so that you can say: Oh now I have accomplished something.
Yes.
Ok nice. I think I have asked you everything that I wanted to ask you for the
most part. I wondered if you had any further suggestions about a nice living
environment concept? What would you think to be cool?
Something that is not super clinical, because it is just that now a lot.
That you feel like you are in a hospita. It should be like your temporary
home. I think that a lot of windows, a lot of light, that that matters a
lot againt a kind of prison idea. And I like colour, that makes you more
happy. For the rest I would not know what to say.
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But that’s allright, that’s for me to think about. Thank you very much, this

gives me again ideas and new insights.
You are welcome!
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Interview Anja van der Zanden

Interview Anja van der Zanden, Klaverblad GGzE, 29-03-2017
A conclusive interview of earlier conversations. Interview conducted in
Dutch by David van der Schoor, transcript translated to English by David van
der Schoor.
Questions to guide through the interview:
Explanation Klaverblad principle:
o
Can you describe the principle of the Klaverblad?
o
Can you explain your function there?
o
How would you describe the persons that take part of this initiative?
Age, complaints etc.
o
Did youth get there through mostly a ﬁnancial factor?
o
Were people helped with this initiative?
o
How many people ﬁt within the building?
o
What is the location and what type of building is it?
o
What kind of activities take place there?
o
How would you describe the spaces where people reside? Think of
light, surface, functions, etc.
o
What do you think gives people hope?
o
What is the transition to the Boeij? In what sense is the Klaverblad
still active?
In the direction of the design:
o
What kind of function do people require?
o
Is there enough space for those people?
o
Do you agree with the scale that the initiative now takes place?
o
Do you have any suggestions for an extension of this concept? Do
you have points of improvement?
o
Did i miss something important?
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Start Interview:
I would like to ask you questions mostly related to the “Klaverblad” initiative.
Would you be so kind to explain to me the principle of the “Klaverblad”
initiative in your own words?
The initiative of the “Klaverblad”?
Yes.
I don’t know the exact date but 7 or 8 years ago, a woman who had
suicidal thoughts herself.
That was Jolanda Soethout right?
Yes indeed. She was like: there is no after care, I would like to talk to
several people about these speciﬁc thoughts. And then she started the
initiative, that is how it came to be. It used to rely only on experience
workers, so people who have been in those situations themselves, and
now there is a combination of experience workers and professionals.
And then you mean like therapists?
Well we are not therapists, I for instance did the “SPH”, I am a social
pedagogic helper, so we don’t treat. It is mentioned about us that we do
treat people, because they see the results: most of the people choose
for life. I don’t know the exact numbers, but for now 40 people wanted
to stay alive and one has committed suicide.
In what time frame are you talking about these numbers of 40 people?
Up untill now.
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Ah okay. You say you did the SPH, what exactly was your function within the
“Klaverblad”?
A mentor. Ofﬁcially they call me a nurse-mentor-senior, but I ﬁnd that
strange because I am not a nurse at all.
So you say in principle I am not a therapist.
No we don’t do therapy
You just make it depend on what is the need of the persons who are there?
Yes, we are very question oriented, so we act to what the person
has a need for. That can be a small talk, doing groceries, a day to
Scheveningen, you name it, it can be anything. I can’t even begin to
wonder, or it happens.
How would you describe the person who are participant in this initiative?
The habitants? Mostly habitants who are depressed, people with
borderline. That is the largest group. And what you also notice is
people who come to us, they have had so many treatments already.
Like they have been taken in 20 times, and this is something that they
see as a last resort.
And what is the age group? Is there a large variety in that?
Yes that varies a lot. We recently had a young girl who was 21 years
old, she recently left. And now we have two people of above 50.
And they live together in a house, how does that work in the relation
between them?
In the beginning it is pretty difﬁcult, because they did not choose
themselves to live with those people. We do try in the ﬁrst contact
to get as clear of an image as possible. And we try to account for it
that those people can ﬁt together. That is really important. And you
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searching, a lot happens in the ﬁrst three months.
Can you give an example of what you mean what is heavy?
Well then it is quite restless, and the talks are about the tasks. One
can say that the other plays the music to loud, the one thinks that the
other can’t cook very well. Cleaning up stuff, all those households kind
of things. The ﬁrst three months that can be very intense. And then
they also have to deal with their own sadness and feelings, that is quite
heavy.
Yes I understand that. And where do you see the change that it does go well?
Well we also do once in the 14 days a house meeting, sometimes we
do it more often if necessary. We try to be as close as possible on the
subject, if there is something wrong that people speak out about it.
In the beginning what you see happening is that they complain a lot
against the mentors, but we try to give them feedback that they have
to tell that themselves. So independence is a thing, to stimulate that.
Because it is very easy to say: you go and say that (to a fellow habitant).
Then we are like: no, it bothers you so you have to say something about
it. And if you ﬁnd it difﬁcult, we can be there with you, we can support
you, but not that we solve all that in advance. For some people that can
be really difﬁcult. That they say: I can’t do it, or do not dare to do it.
I spoke to a therapist and a client, and I understood that the focus was a lot
on the piece of ownership, what can you do yourself and how do you take
the next steps.
Yes exactly.
Something that I understood from the conversation with the therapist, that
youth was attracted by the “Klaverblad” but that that partly was because of
a ﬁnancial factor. That youth was in search for shelter and a home, and that
was available there. But he did not know for sure, do you know something
more about that?
Yes what I just said, we had one girl who was a young person, and I
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talked to her therapist, and he said: in principle that is really easy for
her, people are looking for housing, and that is really usefull for that.
But I am of the opinion that the “Klaverblad” is not meant in that way
at all. I had a whole conversation with him and confronted him about
it. It is about suicidal thoughts, and she did not know anything about
that. He had a lot of youth that would like to go there, that was a big
discussion. How can it be that you do not know that?
And what was the conclusion from that discussion? What do you do to
prevent something like that for a next time?
Well the girl who came to live with us really had suicidal thoughts, so
we have taken her in.
So that the basis is that it is to talk about suicidal thoughts, about life and
death, that there is understanding…
Well reﬂection. Mostly about reﬂection. Do I stay in life or do I step out
of it. And they get a year of time to think about that.
And if it is opportune that it is easy ﬁnancially or as for a home, that is
second in rank. Substitute to the purpose.
No we are no shelter for youth who search for housing, we do not do
that.
Okay. We talked about it previously, but what can you tell me about the
amount of people who were helped with this initiative? So you say that it
worked very positive up to now?
Yes, so we ﬁnd it really important that the “Klaverblad” keeps going,
and our utopia is that we would like a house like that in every city. It is
really far-fetched, but we get questions from Groningen, Amsterdam,
Limburg, the whole country, just name it.
That seems like that should not be allowed that there is so little.
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3 places in total is very little of course.

Was there a difference in how big it was before?
Yes all the way in the start they had two houses in Eindhoven, but that
was just for a little while. And it is also a ﬁnancial issue.
That is also a reason that it is smaller now?
Yes.
Because I read of that as well, is it right that you are invested in the “Boeij”? I
read that on the website of the GGzE, that it is something comparable, but a
newer initiative from the GGzE.
Yes, the Boeij has every week a team, I am part of Woensel-Zuid, and
the “Klaverblad” is also part of that. So I also do ambulant therapy. And
we have stationary people who reside in the Klaverblad. Because not
everyone wants to be in the Klaverblad, and not everyone is capable of
it. It is a very speciﬁc target group.
Because it has that stationary aspect?
Yes we have an ambulant therapist, we now have 9 of them. It would be
restless for the habitants if different of them come all the time. Because
you act in a trustworthy connection, and you really go into a relation
with those people. You are there a lot. Then it is also not right if there
are a lot substitutions, that is much too restless. For example there was
now one man who said that he found it way too crowded that you are
here a lot. I have way too much stimuli. So we have now agreed that the
next weeks we only come 2 hours per day. Then we are standby with the
telephone of course, that if there is something wrong that they always
can make a call. In 3 weeks we will evaluate how that goes. We even
have one volunteer who was in the Klaverblad herself last year.
Ah nice, then you see that it is passed on.
Yes, we also have an intern who also lived in the Klaverblad. And my
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passed last year. She also works in the Klaverblad and she also lived in
the Klaverblad. That is really nice.
Wow, yes! Good to hear. How many people are currently residing in the
Klaverblad and how many people are able to ﬁt in there?
There is room for three persons. And as we speak there are two. And
we are working on another one, but that is someone who has to ﬁt in.
We are really searching if he ﬁts in. We don’t just put a third one in.
So there is really a selection process that goes on before that?
Yes, we mostly visit the people, who signed themselves in, not through
a therapist. We want to call people themselves. The ﬁrst time we
always visit them at home. To get an indication where someone lives.
Often people cannot make a representation of how that looks, so we
often invite them for a cup of coffee in the Klaverblad. So that they can
get a taste of the ambiance. Then they make a decision if they want to
do that themselves.
And how do I see that in relation to you? Cause you say that one person for
example does not ﬁnd it comfortable that you were there, do you live there
yourselves? Or do you come by often? How should I see that?
No, we do have a bed, it has happened that you stay there to sleep.
But mostly we are there during the day. Some ﬁnd it nice that we come
in the morning, we have agreed that we do breakfast each morning
together, so that we have something communal. Then we can discuss
what we will do during the day, what the plans are. And other times
they prefer it in the afternoon, we are very ﬂexible in that point. Then
we not go in the morning, but in the afternoon. If in the evening or in
the night it does not go well, then we will go there, and if necessary we
sleep there also. But that does not happen so often. It has happened
before, that someone is auto-mutilating or has taken a large amount of
pills, then you have to call the ambulance, or the hospital.
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Yes that seems necessary. And the building itself, what kind of building is it?

It is in a residential area, and it is a regular type of terraced housing.
Right in the middle of a residential area?
Yes, right in the middle of a residential area. I think most people don’t
even know what it is. Now two years ago we moved to this house,
and one of the habitants has walked to the neighbors himself, and he
said that it was a “time-out” house. We also have a secret address, we
don’t want a lot of attention. It was before my time, but when Antonie
Kamerling died, we got SBS knocking on the door, which was a type of
sensation journalism. That is also why we want to keep it as secret as
possible. So the address we don’t just give to anyone.
And if we look at your daily activities, what people do, what kind of activities
take place in and around the house?
That varies a lot. Something that occurs regularly is doing grocery
shopping. Groceries for the house, or someone wants to go shopping,
or we go to a terrace, or we go to the cinema. Two years ago we went
to Scheveningen for two days. We booked a hotel, and that has to do
with that we had a large amount of money donated to us. So we could
do a few nice things.
So those are mostly easy activities?
Yes, for example people want to see a documentary about suicidality.
Then we make sure we get that video and then we will see it together,
we talk about it, what does it do with people. So it varies a lot, we do
not have a tight schedule. When we have breakfast together we talk
about the planning. Or we do a game together, to the forest, you can
not name it, we go from what they want.
And in the sense of hobbies? That they ﬁnd it fun to do something speciﬁc,
can they express themselves?
Yes they can. That is picked up, we are part of the Boeij Woensel-Zuid,
and the Boeij de Kunst is part of that, and there people can next to
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all that kind of stuff.
So it is something like a workplace/studio?
Yes.
Because for my own design I designed a space for that, to give room for
the creative process. To give room for people to develop and express
themselves.
I think it is really important for people that they have distraction.
I want to continue on that subject later, but I have one other question: How
would you describe the rooms where people are in now? Because you talk
about a terrace house, was there any work on the division of the space?
No, nothing special is done there. It is a large house, a large L-room, an
open kitchen, with quite a garden in the back. Not very large, but you
can sit there quite nice. Upstairs we have an ofﬁce, where we can sit
with the computer in any case. A bathroom with a toilet, two bedrooms
and the attic is also a bedroom. So three bedrooms, a bathroom and
an ofﬁce.
And for the rest the normal services: water, electricity, internet?
Yes all of that.
And as for light, is it a light house or quite dark?
No it is a very light house. The previous Klaverblad home was a very
dark house, but this is a very light house.
That is something that I try to keep in mind, which can have a positive
inﬂuence on the well-being.
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Yes because if you are in a dark house, and you are already feeling
down, that only works against it. So that is very important.

So something like that, and then I like to come back to the persons who are
there and you who help them, what is the goal you try to achieve? That you
say: this is what it is about when I help these people?
The most important thing is that people can be themselves. That they
can be themselves, that they feel safe, that I offer them a listening ear.
Not instantly offering solutions, that is also something really important.
And that it is ﬁne how the situation is right now, that it is ﬁne how it is.
And my experience is that people really like it to talk about death. That
that is not weird or something, and not instantly psychiatrists are called
that pills need to be added. That is something they ﬁnd really nice. That
is something that they struggle with mostly, that they nowhere can talk
about death. Therapists and other carers ﬁnd that really difﬁcult to talk
about that. That they often say that you have to see the positive things.
No, no, no, they do not see that at this moment. You really need to take
them seriously in that aspect. That if they feel like it, they can talk about
it, and it is not weird. Not that all kind of actions need to be done.
I also saw a documentary recently about younger people who are dealing with
this, and there seems to be an initiative in the Netherlands, which is called
“Café Doodnormaal”, which is to offer a place for people with depression
or suicidal thoughts, but just are not heard in that, or understood, but they
are their understood. It is something that goes through the whole of the
Netherlands.
A kind of walk-in? Sounds good!
Yes a kind of walk-in. Yes I found that myself too, because all I learn from this,
also when I try to explain this to other people, I often get the reaction: yeah
you just must not talk about this to other people, just do activities with them.
But that is not the way to go I understand.
No, no. No it is really important that you do talk about that. We also
don’t talk about it the whole day, when people want to talk about it,
then we talk about it. We don’t stow it away or do something else, no.
For some people it is hard to talk about it, which is something I understand
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from people, there is a certain stigma surrounding it. When people start

talking about death, then there is often the thought that there is something
wrong with you. How do you deal with that yourself, did you gain a certain
freedom in that aspect, was there a development, how did that go for you?
Yes that is something that has developed itself through the years, I
also had to learn that. When I was just a beginning caretaker, I said
something like: I know what is good for you. And then I brought up
solutions. It has to do with that I had a burn-out myself, I have been out
of it for a year. In that time wat stuck with me is that people said: Anja
go out, go do that, go do this. And I became really rebellious because
of that. I thought: Leave me alone! I don’t want anything, I don’t need
all those advices. So I learned a lot from that. I don’t do that anymore
to other people. No advices, often just asking the question back to
them, to make them think about what they actually want with their life.
And something else is that people who are taken in to treatment, they
are being lived, they have to go to therapy, they have to do this and
this. All kind of rules. They can’t think for themselves anymore about
what they want.
They are put in a kind of bodice. What do you think is something that gives
people hope? Also a theme important for me.
Often when the people are done with the Klaverblad traject, they
reﬂect and see: oh I learned this and this. During the process they don’t
really notice that, but often when people have taken their lives back
up they notice what they learned. During they talk about that they are
staying in a circle, that they are not making any progress. We try to
show them that we see the change in them, to point out where it goes
well. This is how you came in, now you are in this kind of process, look
at what you learned already, where you become stronger, things that
have gone well. People often have the urge to point out the negative
sides, we try to go around that and point at what does go right.
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Ah okay. By the way, very interesting so far, very nice. Then I have a few
questions regarding the design which I am working on. We talked about it
shortly earlier, but what kind of functions did you notice that people had a
need for within the house? Can be normal or abnormal.

They need mostly a listening ear. That you comprehend as a habitant.
That you can be how you want. No pre-assumptions. Not giving advices,
also really important.
And in the sense of doing things together? You talked about an open kitchen,
that the communal part is there.
Yes they need to live there themselves within the house. And they can
ask support from us, but it is not that we have to do that. It is their
house. They also get money for food from the GGzE. 45 euros per week.
It depends on which group is there, some say I cook for myself. But there
also used to be a group that combined the total of three people’s 45
euro, and there they bought all the groceries from. So that varies a lot.
And the group size, would you say there is a maximum of how many people
can be joined together? Because now it is for three people, but could that
be like 6 persons?
Yes I think that is the maximum, 6 persons.
Because otherwise it would be too much stimuli.
Yes.
Is there at the time being enough space for the people? Do they have enough
space within the house?
Yes they have enough space. They really enjoy it too. And sometimes we
have a discussion about that they feel obliged to join us and sit with us
when we are around. But I try to explain that if they want to go to their
rooms, or go for a walk without us, then that is allright, that is allowed.
Just let us know when you leave, also for the other habitants in relation
to dinner for example. People ﬁnd that difﬁcult: You are there for us,
then I feel that I should sit with you. No, it is your process, and if you
feel the need even when we sit there that you want to go to your room,
then that is ﬁne. People need to get used to that.
They are used to falling in structures and planning with normal therapy and
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suddenly they get a lot of freedom at the Klaverblad.
That is something that people ﬁnd really difﬁcult. That is why the ﬁrst
three months are quite heavy.
That is a lot of switching so to say. And if you look at the scale in which
the initiative is now executed, do you think that it is large enough? You
mentioned that it can be more widespread in the Netherlands.
Yes, I would like for it to be a house like that in every city. That is my
dream!
At least in every city one?
Yes, because there are a lot of people walking around with that kind
of thoughts. And you don’t even have to live there a year. You can say
that it is enough and then you can leave. And other people do need a
year.
According to the conversation with the therapist, whose main focus was
on youth or young adults, which I also thought of in my design, they like
it when the ambulant character is in the front. He mentioned an initiative
from the GGzE in Amsterdam, where youth can say: Hey I don’t feel well,
can I come for a couple of nights to regain my breath. That was more in a
hotel concept, with a ﬂexible way and also free. That seemed to be a good
concept.
Do you know the “Halte” from the GGzE? That is also a crisis shelter
where people who want a different surrounding than home, they can
sleep there for a maximum of 5 nights.
I try to combine something like that. Where people can rest, have a relation
with nature, a place for themselves…
Yes what you say, I think nature is also really important. That you don’t
need to go to a crowded city, but to the nature. Or animals, a cat, a
rabbit.
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Pets do really have a positive inﬂuence on the mental state. I noticed that

with the horses at the ggze, but also for example dogs who help war veterans
with ptsd.
Yes, really amazing! That does so much with people. Much better than
talking for an hour with a psychiatrist, or taking pills.
For now I have a large part of the design in nature, where the view of the
living area is towards a private natural area. They can easily go outside and
rest within the nature. Something I understood from the client that he found
that really important. On the other side there is a more public space, where
I placed it now, where steps towards the outside easily can take place. Think
of a café where they can easily gain work experience, just as in the plaza from
the GGzE, where café Doodnormaal could take place. Also a small workshop.
That can give more a view towards outside. And if there is no need for that,
then I have more inwards oriented spaces, or towards nature, or played with
light.
I am thinking for example about Yoga, or dance, or something like that.
Do you have certain contemplation rooms in your building?
No.
Because I now have a separate function for that. A bit more of a ﬂexible room
for resting and contemplating, but if necessary can be refurnished to suit
group sessions.
Or something with music, that people can play instruments. Music is
often healing. And there is also a spiritual caretaker connected with
us. People sometimes use that. She works for the GGzE and comes by
often. Those are not necessary spiritual conversations, but it goes about
life and contemplation questions. Philosophy. They really experience
that as very nice.
So not necessary in the direction of faith, but stimulating about life philosophy?
Yes.
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I talked about that earlier to experience workers of the GGzE, not everyone
has something with faith. But they believe in faith, that is what Christ
Westenbeek said, as a means that it works. So there has to be space for
that.
My last step that I want to talk about is that there is here something for a
national concept. Something that is to be made much more widespread
then I make now for the GGzE. Do you have any suggestions about that
point, if this concept was to be made nationally?
I think that that is necessary. How many GGZ’s are everywhere? I think
that is not a problem at all.
Yes if you just take the basic concept. The target group is there. Sometimes
it can be that the target group does not notice that it is there. Because I
remember that you said that in an earlier conversation, that there are some
difﬁculties with publicity?
Yes, a lot of people don’t know about it. So we are also busy in the
website, and making new leaﬂets, to give it more publicity. A year ago
we ﬂyered, but only within the GGzE. And just then we had so much
signs that people wanted to join, that we had to quit doing it. Because
we could not handle that. There were 15 registrations.
So then you see how much need there is for it.
Yes! The need is huge!
This is something that also gives me a boost that this is necessary and
something good. Then I have come to the ending for now.
We can talk about this for hours!
Yes we can! Did I miss something important in this interview?
No I would not know it now. If something comes to mind I will send it
to you.
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If I can continue this at the GGzE and people ﬁnd it interesting then we
might talk about it more later.

Oooh, that would be so great!
Yes it would! I would like to thank you very much for your time and I hope
we talk later again!
You are welcome! Good luck with your graduation.
Thank you!
Additions after the interview:
Most people do not really want to die, but the life that they are living now
they don’t want anymore. They just don’t know how to do it differently.
People who have lived in the Klaverblad receive aftercare from us. Sometimes
for a while, or we transfer the care to a next caretaker en discuss what we
did in the previous year, what those people need. Often very different than
in regular nursing.
Not so long ago we received a green light to go to people at home and
mentor them there with suicidal thoughts. If they do not want to live in the
Klaverblad. There is a lot of demand for that. I am glad this can be realised
now!
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